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June 1991 and an air-conditioned passenger train waits for departure 

time at Cairns. Despite being a major passenger and freight terminus 

only a 10-lever signal cabin existed at Cairns. The small wooden Type 1 

building can be seen below and in front of the brick station building. 

One of the six signals operated from the cabin that controls entry to 

the platforms from the Wharf Line stands at ‘danger’ at the right of the 

image.   
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Signalling Cairns 1986 
 

Cairns is one of the major railway destinations of North Queensland and 

in 1986 a comprehensive and busy yard was located between McLeod, Bunda, 

Spence and Aplin Streets. Apart from the long main platform there was a 

shorter island platform, and a dock platform was located at the Redlynch 

end. There were also marshalling yards, a loco shed, and a triangular 

track connection existed to the wharf line. Leading off the wharf line 

were two lines which crossed the main North Coast Line at separate 

diamond crossings. Considering the size and complexity of this station 

yard it is surprising to see that only a 10-lever signal cabin existed 

at this time. The cabin was a small low timber structure with a gable 

roof and was located just off the Townsville end of the platform. 

 

 

Above: Cairns signalling diagram showing the southern or Townsville end 

of the station and associated signalling. 

 

The primary purpose of the interlocking was to protect and coordinate 

train movements at the Townsville end of the station yard, where the 

triangular connection existed with the wharf line, and diamond crossings 

to the loco and marshalling yard were located. In fact, 9 of the 10 

levers applied to this end of the yard and the one other lever applied 

to the Kuranda end of the yard. In addition to the levers in the signal 

cabin there were three other ground frames to supplement the operation 

of the signalling, two ground frames were at the Townsville end of the 

yard and the third was at the Redlynch end. Some of the levers on the 

ground frames operated signals not worked from the signal cabin, while 

other ground frame levers had dual-control over signals in conjunction 

with the signal cabin.  

 

As far as the main signal cabin is concerned lever No.1 operated the 

semaphore Stop signal controlling train movements from the wharf to the 
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main platform. Signal No.1 also protects the crossover leading from 

Townsville to the main platform. Lever No.2 operated the crossover while 

lever No.3 operated the lockbars and plungers associated with the 

crossover. The signals at the Kuranda end of the yard are not shown on 

this diagram but Lever No.4 operated the Home signal from Kuranda. This 

Home signal was also controlled from a three-lever wrought iron ground 

frame (known as Frame B) at the Kuranda end of the station yard. This 

ground frame was located just inside the fence at the Aplin Street level 

crossing. The Home signal from Kuranda also had a Calling-on arm 

positioned below it which was also operated from the three-lever frame. 

The third lever on this frame operated the Up Starter signal from Cairns 

to Kuranda and the levers were allocated as follows: 

  Frame B 

 No.1 - Calling-on Arm (Down Home) 

 No.2 - Down Home from Kuranda 

 No.3 - Up Starter to Kuranda 

 

Back to the main signal cabin, lever No.5 operated two catch points and 

discs protecting the main line from the marshalling yard and wharf line. 

Lever No.6 operated the Home signal controlling train movements from 

Townsville into Platform No.2, while lever No.7 operated the Home signal 

applying into Platform No.1. Levers No.8 and 9 operated Stop signals 

from the Loco to Wharf and Wharf to Loco respectively. It is interesting 

to compare the signalling arrangements for the two diamond crossings in 

this area, one protected by signals and no catch points, the other 

protected by catch points and no fixed signals. It appears that the 

catch points were considered necessary on the road from the marshalling 

yard to guard against shunting movements and rollingstock running away. 

Alternatively, the road from the loco would typically only have light 

engine movements, hence a slightly lower risk, and Stop signals were all 

that was necessary to prevent collisions. 

 

The last lever in the main signal cabin operated the Down Outer Home 

signal from Townsville, which from the diagram, also had a Calling-on 

arm mounted below it. The signal post was located on the right of the 

main line, between the main line and the shunting straight. The Down 

Outer Home signal was also controlled by a single lever GS (galvanized 

steel) ground frame located near the non-interlocked points leading from 

the North Coast Line to the Wharf. This ground frame was known as Frame 

C and the lever was normally in the Reverse position and secured with a 

standard points padlock. The other signal was the Calling-on signal 

mounted below the Down Outer Home signal which was also operated from a 

single lever GS ground frame, also located near the non-interlocked 

points leading from the North Coast Line to the Wharf. This ground frame 

was known as Frame D with the lever normally in the Normal position and 

secured with a standard points padlock. 

 

Some further technical details of the lever frame in the signal cabin 

show that it was a 10-lever interlocking machine, with duplex tappet 

interlocking, and the levers were spaced at 4-inch centres. Lever 

“collars” were provided on lever Nos.1, 4, 6 and 7 and were used as a 
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reminder that a train was standing on the section of line those signals 

applied to. 

 

It is interesting that there was no Starting signal at the more complex 

Townsville end even though there was one at the Redlynch end, which as 

mentioned above was operated from Frame B. While the interlocking is not 

shown on this diagram, reference to it does show how some train movements 

were protected. For trains arriving at Cairns, operation of lever No.6, 

7 or 10 all prevented lever No.5, 8 and 9 from being operated thus 

preventing collisions at the diamond crossings. For a train to depart 

the main platform another method was required. The interlocking shows 

that when lever No.2 was pulled, to make the crossover from the main 

platform towards Townsville, this locked lever Nos. 5, 8 and 9 preventing 

conflicting movements on the diamond crossings. The only other protection 

was for the signalman to ensure the lever collars were put in place on 

lever Nos.1, 4, 6 and 7 to protect the train standing there. 

 

As lever No.2 locks lever Nos.5, 8 and 9 the converse also applies that 

pulling lever No.5, 8 or 9 locks lever No.2. This means that to make a 

train movement to or from the marshalling yard or loco, No.2 crossover 

had to be set from the main platform towards the wharf line. 

 

The diagram, as well as photographs dating from 1991, show all semaphore 

signals had standard semaphore arms. By 1995 the Stop signal from the 

Wharf had been changed to a Shunt signal. The Stop signals to and from 

the Loco shed were also probably altered to Shunt signals at the same 

time. Another phase of the development of the Cairns signal cabin showed 

the cabin controlling a larger area and will be explored briefly in a 

future issue of Proceed Order.  

 

 
 

Signalling Wotonga 1983 to 1989 
 

The line from Wotonga to Blair Athol Mine Junction opened on Wednesday 

the 21st of December 1983. At that time Wotonga, located on the Goonyella 

line between Mallawa and Goonyella, was an attended junction station for 

all trains to or from the Blair Athol line. A temporary signalling 

arrangement was placed in use until full CTC working was provided. The 

junction points were worked from an electrically released ground frame, 

released by the Train Controller in Mackay. The line from Coppabella to 

Goonyella was worked by CTC while the Blair Athol branch was worked by 

Electric Staff to Moranbah, then Train Order to Blair Athol.  

 

The ground frame at Wotonga, shown as a three-lever ground frame in the 

adjacent drawing, operated the points and catch points at the junction, 

but no signals either to or from the Blair Athol branch. Lever No.1 was 

also the Release lever which means lever No.3 was spare. 
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Above: Signalling diagram for Wotonga with the initial installation of 

an electrically released ground frame to access the Blair Athol branch. 

 

The Electric Staff instrument at Wotonga was located adjacent to the 

junction points and an intermediate Electric Staff instrument was located 

in a hut adjacent to the semaphore Up Stop signal (fixed at Stop) which 

was located on the right-hand side of the line on the Blair Athol branch. 

The location of the Electric Staff instruments at Wotonga allowed trains 

travelling in either direction to stop under the protection of fixed 

signals when performing safeworking duties.  

 

The second semaphore signal at Wotonga was the Down Stop signal (also 

fixed at Stop) which was located adjacent to the Entrance CTC Territory 

signs, and on the right-hand side of the line.  The only other signal 

at Wotonga, and the most interesting one, was the two-aspect colour 

light Down Stop signal. This signal appears to act as a Home signal and 

could protect a train sitting on the Blair Athol branch while safeworking 

procedures were being carried out, and while waiting access to the 

Goonyella line. The Down Stop was unusual in that it was an automatic 

signal operated only by track circuits. The Down Stop signal would only 

display two indications, green for ‘proceed’ or red for ‘stop’. An 

Approach Beacon was provided for trains approaching Wotonga from Blair 

Athol, and there were no signals or beacons of any type on the through 

Goonyella line.  

 

By 1989 this temporary signalling arrangement had been replaced with a 

fully signalled, and unattended, CTC signalling arrangement. The small 

siding had been removed and there was just one set of electrically 

operated points at the junction of the two lines. Three-aspect colour 

light Home signals were provided approaching Wotonga from each direction, 

and two-aspect Starter signals (AB Entry signals) were also provided on 

each line to control trains departing Wotonga. Each Home signal also had 

an associated Approach signal approaching it to give advanced warning 

as to the indication displayed in the Home signal. The Approach signal 
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from Blair Athol was slightly different in that it had a “T” Tonnage 

sign attached and heavily loaded trains were required to stop at the 

Approach signal until it displayed a green aspect, indicating that the 

train could proceed through Wotonga without stopping on the steep grade. 

 

 
 

Signalling Bemerside 
 

There have been some large and some small signal cabins in Queensland, 

Bemerside certainly rates as one of the small ones. A long time ago I 

was given a book about railways in Australia, at the back of the book 

was a small section on stations and in there was the attached image of 

Bemerside. The book may have been published in 1983 (although I am 

suspicious of that date) which gives a slight clue as to the date of the 

image. This is the only image of Bemerside station I have ever seen or 

been able to find. The book is long since gone, however I kept this page 

as I wanted to investigate Bemerside and its signal cabin more. 

 

 

Above: Early morning light highlights the small three-lever signal cabin 

at Bemerside. 

 

The image fortunately shows the signal cabin adjacent to the station 

building and some basic details can be gleaned from that. It was a low-

level structure with only a small lever frame, although the building 

appears to be approximately square and capable of accommodating a larger 

lever frame. Other buildings of this size would be capable of housing a 

10-lever frame and would be approximately 11 feet by 11 feet. The lever 

frame appears to have 3 levers, a white one and a black one stand 
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vertical, while a red lever is pulled to Reverse. The building has a 

skillion roof and another lever can be seen inside the building to the 

right of the three-lever frame. This single lever is also red and is 

leaning back at an angle which indicates that it not part of the 

interlocking machine, but it is visible inside the handrail of the cabin 

which shows that it is inside the structure. 

 

Bemerside opened with the extension of the line from Lilypond to Cardwell 

in December 1924, and in 1925 Bemerside was listed as a Station with 

siding accommodation. It also had a horse and carriage loading bank. In 

1926 an unusual signal was provided in association with the cane tramway 

crossing.  

 

A lattice signal mast 25-feet tall was erected which had two arms on it; 

the top arm was the Up Home signal, and the lower arm was the Tramway 

Crossing signal. To distinguish the Tramway Crossing signal arm it had 

a letter “T” fixed to the semaphore arm, and lens of the signal lamp 

would show a red or green letter “T” at night. A Down Distant and Down 

Home signal also existed. 

 

The Tramway Crossing signal arm with the letter “T” fixed to it lasted 

less than a year before it was removed. A conventional lattice Up Home 

signal 20-feet tall was erected to replace the two-arm one. The Up Home 

signal was operated from a pull-over lever at the station platform; 

however, it was also controlled from a lever at the tramway crossing. 

No mention was made of what type of signal was provided for the Tramway 

Crossing.    

 

The signal cabin appears to date from 1940 or 1941 when new signalling 

was provided. Bemerside cabin received a three-lever interlocking 

machine and the levers operated as follows: 

 No.1 - Up Distant 

 No.2 - Up Home 

 No.3 - Bolt lock tramway crossing 

 

The Up Home signal was also operated by the tramway crossing lever 

located near the tramway crossing, and a single auxiliary signal lever. 

This appears to be the single lever visible in the image and also located 

within the signal cabin. When the station was attended the Up signals 

and the bolt lock to release the tramway crossing lever were operated 

from the signal cabin. When the Station Master went off duty, he would 

place the Up Distant signal at ‘caution’ and the Up Home signal at ‘stop’ 

by returning lever Nos.1 and 2 to Normal in the signal cabin. He would 

then pull lever No.3 to Reverse to operate the bolt lock and release the 

tramway crossing lever at the tramway crossing. The last action was to 

use the auxiliary lever to again clear the Up Home signal for the movement 

of trains through Bemerside. 

 

Any cane trams operating while the station was unattended could simply 

operate the tramway lever at the tramway crossing which would put the 

main line signals to ‘stop’ and close the tramway catch points. 
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In 1962 the Up Distant signal at Bemerside was fixed at ‘caution’ which 

is when lever No.1 in the small signal cabin was painted white. In 1986 

Train Order Working was installed and this introduced some signalling 

changes to Bemerside. The three-lever interlocking machine still existed 

in 1987 and was noted as having tappet interlocking with the levers 

spaced 5 inches apart and had a key which released the auxiliary signal 

levers for use when the station was unattended. The auxiliary lever 

frame had 2 levers, one for the Up Home and one for the Down Home. This 

was a two-lever galvanized steel frame, also with tappet interlocking. 

In November 1988 the Station Master was withdrawn from Bemerside and in 

November 1991 Bemerside closed as a Train Order Crossing Station. It is 

likely that the interlocking was disconnected and removed at this time. 

 

 
 

Coming Soon... 

Proceed Order Special Edition 
 

Three special editions of Proceed Order are in the process of research 

and editing, with the first special edition due for release during 2022. 

This special edition will cover Electric Release ground frames throughout 

the Brisbane area and will have approximately 50 pages of information, 

diagrams and photographs. The article focuses on the Electric Release 

numbers which largely released ground frames, but also released some 

local panels. As much information as possible about the history of the 

sidings will be included where relevant. 

 

 

Future special editions of 

Proceed Order will be dedicated 

to signal cabin types examining 

nine different types that have 

existed as well as some sub-types. 

Both historical and contemporary 

images will be included where 

possible.  

 

The third special edition of 

Proceed Order will be less of an 

article and more of an information 

edition covering the letter 

prefixes utilised on signals 

throughout Queensland. These 

letters, known as mnemonics, have 

existed for longer than many know, 

and they are widely used 

throughout Queensland for colour 

light signals and Block Limit 

Boards. 

 


